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Period 2007-12-01

the final novel in the award winning george miles cycle a triumphant finale to one of the most intense series of novels ever written mondo the stunning conclusion to
dennis cooper s five book cycle period earned its author the accolade a disquieting genius by vanity fair and praise for his elegant prose and literary lawlessness from
the new york times breathtaking and mesmerizing it is the culmination of cooper s explorations into sex and death youth culture and the search for the ineffable object
of desire cooper has taken his familiar themes strangely irresistible and interchangeable young men passion that crosses into murder the lure of drugs the culpabilities
of authorship and the inexact haunting communication of feeling and melded them into a novel of flawless form and immense power set in a spare smoke and mirror filled
world of secret websites goth bands satanism pornography and outsider art period is a literary disappearing act as mysterious as it is logical obsessive beautiful
and darkly comic period is a stunning achievement from one of america s finest writers a fascinating intricately crafted jewel of a book it s a book one could read
over and over and never exhaust san francisco chronicle book review to read period a book so intricate it comes with its own strategy guide is to witness the idea of
the novel itself imploding to glimpse the end of language to become aware of literature s dizzying possibilities the guardian an elegy to the nature of obsessive love
the need to feel cooper is a profoundly original american visionary and the most important transgressive literary artist since burroughs salon haunting details

Closer 2023-11-02

with an introduction by lynne tillman the last literary outlaw in mainstream american fiction bret easton ellis physically beautiful and strangely passive george
miles attracts his fellow students attention like a wallet lying on the street one after another his teenage friends rifle through george ransacking him for love
secrets or anything else they can plausibly extract closer follows the subterranean connections that drag george into the arms of men like john an artist who
drains his portraits of humanity in order to find what lies beneath alex fascinated by splatter films and pornography and steve an underground entrepreneur who
turns his parents garage into a nightclub boys and men pass george from hand to hand fascinated by the nightmarish intensity of his detachment but soon he will be
confronted by desires he may find harder to endure closer is an unflinching exploration of the very limits of experience still shocking after more than two decades here
is a provocative classic that assaults the senses as it engages the mind

Try 1994

in this title ziggy the adopted teenaged son of two sexually abusive fathers turns to his uncle who sells pornographic videos and his best friend a junkie in a complex
tale of sexuality abuse and attraction

Wrong 1992

this collection of short stories uses death to probe the meaning of life it introduces a man who abducts molests and murders young boys a trip to amsterdam and a
teenage rock band called horror hospital

The Marbled Swarm 2011-11-01

from literary cult hero dennis cooper comes his most haunting work to date an american master cooper is the most important transgressive literary artist since
burroughs salon in secret passageways hidden rooms and the troubled mind of our narrator a mystery perpetually takes shape and the most compelling clue to its
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final nature is the marbled swarm itself a complex amalgam of language passed down from father to son cooper ensnares the reader in a world of appearances where
the trappings of high art old money and haute cuisine obscure an unspeakable system of coercion and surrender and as the narrator stalks an elusive truth traveling
from the french countryside to paris and back again the reader will be seduced by a voice only dennis cooper could create

Frisk 2007-12-01

second in the award winning george miles cycle as intense a dissection of human relationships and obsession that modern literature has ever attempted the guardian
when dennis is thirteen he sees a series of photographs of a boy apparently unimaginably mutilated dennis is not shocked but stunned by their mystery and their power
their glimpse at the reality of death some years later dennis meets the boy who posed for the photographs he did it for love surrounded by images of violence the
celebrity of horror news of disease a wasteland of sex dennis flies to europe having discovered some clues about the photographs i see these criminals on the news
who ve killed someone methodically and they re free they know something amazing you can just tell an isolated windmill in holland provides the perfect setting for
dennis to find out more about bodies of which there are many and what is inside them in frisk as in the award winning closer dennis cooper explores the limits of our
knowledge and the dividing line between the body and the spirit frisk is a novel about the power of fantasy and faith about the ecstasy and horror of being human a
significant work of fiction cooper wants to lead us into the wormy heart of the murderous impulse michael cunningham pulitzer prize winning author of the hours
destined to classic status los angeles times book review dennis cooper a disturbing and transcendent artist enters the mind of a killer and comes out with genuine
revelation michael silverblatt host of bookworm an electrifying study in carnage the sunday times

Wrong 2020-06-01

dennis cooper is one of the most inventive and prolific artists of our time working in a variety of forms and media since he first exploded onto the scene in the early
1970s he has been a punk poet a queercore novelist a transgressive blogger an indie filmmaker each successive incarnation more ingenious and surprising than the last
cooper s unflinching determination to probe the obscure often violent recesses of the human psyche have seen him compared with literary outlaws like rimbaud genet
and the marquis de sade in this the first book length study of cooper s life and work diarmuid hester shows that such comparisons hardly scratch the surface a
lively retrospective appraisal of cooper s fifty year career wrong tracks the emergence of cooper s singular style alongside his participation in a number of american
subcultural movements like new york school poetry punk rock and radical queercore music and zines using extensive archival research close readings of texts and
new interviews with cooper and his contemporaries hester weaves a complex and often thrilling biographical narrative that attests to cooper s status as a leading
figure of the american post war avant garde

Guide 1997

a writer in los angeles visits the world of burnt out youth as part of researching a novel he describes the violence joins them in taking drugs has sex with boys and
describes death from aids a tale of perversity

God Jr. 2007-12-01

the author of closer transcends the formulaic with exquisite writing on the level of rimbaud s illuminations an american masterpiece james mccourt los angeles times
god jr is the story of jim a father who survived the car crash that killed his teenage son tommy tommy was distant transfixed by video games and pop culture and a
mystery to the man who raised him now disabled by the accident yearning somehow to absolve his own guilt over the crash jim becomes obsessed with a mysterious
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building tommy drew repetitively in a notebook before he died as the fixation grows jim starts to take on elements of his son at the expense of his job and marriage but
is he connecting with who tommy truly was a tender wrenching look at guilt grief and the tenuous bonds of family god jr is unlike anything dennis cooper has yet
written it is a triumphant achievement from one of our finest writers this beautiful book is a first person narration of how grief grows and morphs after a death and
its style and naked pain make the reader feel like he has suffered a concussion carefully wrought in cooper s trademark short clipped sentences there s no room for the
pain to hide and cooper lays it bare with humor and striking honesty time out chicago god jr is probably cooper s richest most philosophical novel to date if the
cycle were a video game this would be its easter egg sf gate absorbing carefully spare pop cultures prose that has earned him a cult following entertainment weekly

Ugly Man 2009-05-26

a brilliant triumphantly lurid writer as well as a supremely talented elegant stylist whose prose is smart and nervy he might also be the last literary outlaw in
mainstream american fiction bret easton ellis internationally acclaimed writer dennis cooper continues to study the material he s always explored honestly but does
so now in stories with a sense of awareness and a satirical touch that exploits and winks at his mastery of this world as it has done for decades cooper s taut
controlled prose lays bare the compulsions and troubling emptiness of the human soul

My Loose Thread 2003

larry is a teenager wrestling not only with his sexuality and his physical relationships but with his brother too when a senior pays him to kill a fellow pupil and
retrieve a notebook it seems simple until he delves into the notebook

I Wished 2022-08-16

i started writing books about and for my friend george miles because whenever i would speak about him honestly like i am doing now i felt a complicated agony beneath
my words that talking openly can t handle for most of his life dennis cooper believed the person he had loved the most and would always love above all others was
george miles in his first novel in ten years dennis cooper writes about george miles love loss addiction suicide and how fiction can capture these things and how it
fails to capture them candid and powerful i wished is a radical work of shifting forms it includes appearances by santa claus land artist james turrell sentient
prairie dogs john wayne gacy nick drake and george the muse for cooper s acclaimed novels closer frisk try guide and period collectively known as the george miles
cycle in revisiting the inspiration for the cycle dennis has written a masterwork the most raw personal and haunted book of his career

The Sluts 2005-10-19

set largely on the pages of a website where gay male escorts are reviewed by their clients and told through the postings emails and conversations of several dozen
unreliable narrators the sluts chronicles the evolution of one young escort s date with a satisfied client into a metafiction of pornography lies half truths and
myth explicit shocking comical and displaying the author s signature flair for blending structural complexity with direct stylish accessible language the sluts is
cooper s most transgressive novel since frisk and one of his most innovative works of fiction to date
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The Noll Dynasty 2009-05-26

a brilliant triumphantly lurid writer as well as a supremely talented elegant stylist whose prose is smart and nervy he might also be the last literary outlaw in
mainstream american fiction bret easton ellis internationally acclaimed writer dennis cooper continues to study the material he s always explored honestly but does
so now in stories with a sense of awareness and a satirical touch that exploits and winks at his mastery of this world as it has done for decades cooper s taut
controlled prose lays bare the compulsions and troubling emptiness of the human soul

Enter at Your Own Risk 2006

dennis cooper has been both praised and censured as the most controversial writer working today for his creation of a searing outlaw textuality that charts
psychosexual terrain uncensored by desire police this volume is the first to explore cooper s significance as a pioneering literary artist who illuminates the hidden or
repressed extremities of the fin de millennium american zeitgeist leora lev has assembled a roster of internationally acclaimed scholars fiction writers filmmakers and
artists who conjure a provocative encounter between cooper s fiction european transgressive literature and philosophy e g sade rimbaud bataille bresson and
american psychocultural topographies

Safe 1984

sexually confused and more than a little lost trevor machine teenage front man for up and coming indie rockers horror hospital walks a rocky road toward fame and
fortune but making it to the top may mean gambling away every last trace of his integrity and trevor s soul hangs in the balance as he discovers the dark side of
success a groundbreaking cult classic adapted from dennis cooper s story horror hospital from the collection wrong horror hospital unplugged is now available
for the next generation of graphic novel readers keith mayerson s eye popping artwork and dennis cooper s brutal text combine for cutting satire horror hospital
unplugged is a black comedy for the ages and a remarkable collaborative achievement

Horror Hospital Unplugged 2011-08-16

this anthology brings to light some of the new fiction writers who are using the internet s labyrinthine array of blogs and personal web pages to expose test and
develop their work they are gay straight young old and in some cases still searching for their identities written by dennis cooper

Userlands 2007

a brilliant triumphantly lurid writer as well as a supremely talented elegant stylist whose prose is smart and nervy he might also be the last literary outlaw in
mainstream american fiction bret easton ellis internationally acclaimed writer dennis cooper continues to study the material he s always explored honestly but does
so now in stories with a sense of awareness and a satirical touch that exploits and winks at his mastery of this world as it has done for decades cooper s taut
controlled prose lays bare the compulsions and troubling emptiness of the human soul
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Three Boys Who Thought Experimental Fiction Was For Pussies 2009-05-26

special feature �����tv 1 vr news ryot ��vr� ����� � ������ � 2 journalism vr the guardian �� ��� ��� ��� �vr����� 3 documentary vr gary hustwit vr
���������� 4 gif horror dennis cooper gif������������� 5 touchscreen literature tender claws ����� ����������� 6 art movies video on demand mubi ��
�������svod� �� 7 movie drama internet netflix amazon ��������� �� ��������� 8 video platform vimeo ��� ���� ��������� 9 movie drama jonathan
nolan ���������� ���� 10 vr mr theme park void ���� ������������� 11 mr star wars magic leap ilmxlab r2 d2� �������� 12 lights projection theme
park moment factory ������������������ 13 theme park walt disney imagineering ��������� ���� 14 stage design psychology es devlin ���� ��� ���� ��
������ 15 theatre motion capture the royal shakespeare company ������� 400����� second feature swiss made innovation ������ ����������� �������
splendid and structured zimoun� ������ ������ dignity of helvetica 3����� ������� ������� cybathlon breaking the walls �������� ������ ������
barack obama ��� ������������ ������������������� luxury disrupted ������������������� future days ����� ������ beats by dr dre beats��
�� ������ ��� wired x experience experiment explore ��� ���� ���� ��� gina ��������� ��� ������� ������������ ������� ������� �����5� and
more way passed future �� ����� ������ �4� opencv���� the grand challenge ��� �������� ����� ����

WIRED VOL.26 2016-12-10

the weaklings xl which expands upon a limited edition 2008 book of the same name gathers the best of cooper s poetry from the last 19 years

The Weaklings (XL) 2013

in horror hospital unplugged well known cutting edge author dennis cooper and notorious artist keith mayerson collaborate to bring us the dark but hilarious
story of trevor machine a twenty something gay but sexually confused lead singer for an l a indy band on its way to fame and fortune inspired by the story horror
hospital from cooper s story collection wrong the book chronicles trevor s adventures and struggles with love sex the music industry and a spiritual visitation
from the ghost of river phoenix

Horror Hospital 2001-01-01

the dream police collects the best poems from five of his previous books and also includes a selection of new works from his darkly erotic early verse to the more
refined post punk poems to his later experimental pieces cooper s evolving study of the distances in romantic relationships has made him a singular voice in american
poetry

The Dream Police 1995

in another country or another era dennis cooper s books would be circulated in secret explosive samizdat editions that friends and fans would pass around and
savor like forbidden absinthe new york times book review his work belongs to that of poe the marquis de sade charles baudelaire and georges bataille other writers
who argued with mortality san francisco chronicle there s a stainless steel sheen to cooper s sentences that is as admirable as anything this side of didion salon
from the internationally acclaimed author of ugly man and one of the last literary outlaws in mainstream american fiction bret easton ellis comes a survey of his
cultural criticism from interviews with celebrities such as leonard dicaprio and keanu reeves to obituaries for kurt cobain and river phoenix to writings on social
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issues including the touchstone piece aids words from the front smothered in hugs spans three decades of journalism from dennis cooper

Smothered in Hugs 2010-06-17

2001 ��13 ���2003 ��15 ������������� ����� 2920��������3�������6238������� ������ ���� ����� �� �������������������� ����
��1945 2003 ���

�� 1973

����� ��������� ������������ ������������ ���40������� 1000�2000���� ����� ��� �� ������� �� �������������������� 10�����
�� 35������� ���������������� ������������ ��������������� ������������������ 3����������� ������ ������� ������� ���
�40��������������������� ��������� �� ����

������� 2001-2003 2004-12

1996���� ���������� ������ ���� ��26602������������������ 1945 ��20 � 2002 ��14 ��������� ������6683���� ����� �� ������ �
�� ��� ���������� �������������������� ������ ���� ��

������ 2016-07-15

in this two volume work hundreds of alphabetically arranged entries survey contemporary lesbian gay bisexual transgendered and queer american literature and its
social contexts comprehensive in scope and accessible to students and general readers encyclopedia of contemporary lgbtq literature of the united states explores
contemporary american lgbtq literature and its social political cultural and historical contexts included are several hundred alphabetically arranged entries
written by expert contributors students of literature and popular culture will appreciate the encyclopedia s insightful survey and discussion of lgbtq authors and
their works while students of history and social issues will value the encyclopedia s use of literature to explore lgbtq american society each entry is written by an
expert contributor and lists additional sources of information to further enhance study and understanding the encyclopedia closes with a selected general
bibliography of print and electronic resources for student research

���������� 2003-08

this anthology examines a number of issues related to violence within the media landscape

Encyclopedia of Contemporary LGBTQ Literature of the United States [2 volumes] 2009-07-14

with recent advances in digital technology a number of exciting and innovative approaches to writing lives have emerged from graphic memoirs to blogs and other
visual verbal virtual texts this edited collection is a timely study of new approaches to writing lives including literary docu memoir autobiographical cartography
social media life writing and autobiographical writing for children combining literary theory with insightful critical approaches each essay offers a serious study of
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innovative forms of life writing with a view to reflecting on best practice and offering the reader practical guidance on methods and techniques offering a range of
practical exercises and an insight into cutting edge literary methodologies this is an inspiring and thought provoking companion for students of literature and
creative writing studying courses on life writing memoir or creative non fiction

Mythologies of Violence in Postmodern Media 1999

in the last twenty years gay literature has earned a place at the american and british literary tables spawning its own constellation of important writers and
winning a dedicated audience no one though until philip gambone has attempted to offer a collective portrait of our most important gay fiction writers this selection
of interviews attempts just that and is notable both for the depth of gambone s probing conversations and for the sheer range of important authors included allen
barnett christopher bram peter cameron bernard cooper dennis cooper michael cunningham brad gooch joseph hansen scott heim andrew holleran alan hollinghurst brian
keith jackson randall kenan david leavitt michael lowenthal paul monette michael nava david plante john preston lev raphael edmund white

New and Experimental Approaches to Writing Lives 2019-08-01

������������� ������������������������ ��������12������� ���������������������� �������������� �������1���������� ���
�� ����������� ���������������� ������� ������������������� �������� �������� ������������� ����������������� �� ������
� ������������ ������������������������������ �������

������� 1990

the american novel now navigates the vast terrain of the american novel since 1980 exploring issues of identity history family nation and aesthetics as well as
cultural movements and narrative strategies from over seventy different authors and novels discusses an exceptionally wide range of authors and novels from
established figures to significant emerging writers toni morrison thomas pynchon louise erdrich don delillo richard powers kathy acker and many more explores the
range of themes and styles offered in the wealth of contemporary american fiction since 1980 in both mainstream and experimental writings reflects the liveliness and
diversity of american fiction in the last thirty years written in a style that makes it ideal for students and scholars while also accessible for general readers

Something Inside 1999

since the nineteenth century the western realistic novel has persistently represented the addict as a morally toxic force bent on destroying the institutions practices
and ideologies that historically have connoted reason order civilization addiction representation undertakes an investigation into an alternative literary tradition
that unsettles this limited portrayal of the addict the book analyzes the practices and politics of reading the experimental addiction novel and outlines both a
practice and an ethics of reading that advocates for a more compassionate response to both diegetic and extra diegetic addicts an approach that at its core is
focused on understanding

���������� 2000-09-15

encyclopedic in scope and heroically audacious the novel an alternative history is the first attempt in over a century to tell the complete story of our most
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popular literary form contrary to conventional wisdom the novel did not originate in 18th century england nor even with don quixote but is coeval with
civilization itself after a pugnacious introduction in which moore defends innovative demanding novelists against their conservative critics the book relaxes into a
world tour of the pre modern novel beginning in ancient egypt and ending in 16th century china with many exotic ports of call greek romances roman satires medieval
sanskrit novels narrated by parrots byzantine erotic thrillers 5000 page arabian adventure novels icelandic sagas delicate persian novels in verse japanese war
stories even mayan graphic novels throughout moore celebrates the innovators in fiction tracing a continuum between these pre modern experimentalists and their
postmodern progeny irreverent iconoclastic informative entertaining the novel an alternative history is a landmark in literary criticism that will encourage readers
to rethink the novel

The American Novel Now 2010-01-21

a study of three high profile italian murder cases how they were covered by the media and what it all says about italian culture looking at media coverage of three
very prominent murder cases murder made in italy explores the cultural issues raised by the murders and how they reflect developments in italian civil society over
the past twenty years providing detailed descriptions of each murder investigation and court case ellen nerenberg addresses the perception of lawlessness in italy the
country s geography of crime and the generalized fear for public safety among the italian population nerenberg examines the fictional and nonfictional representations
of these crimes through the lenses of moral panic media spectacle true crime writing and the abject body the worldwide publicity given the recent case of amanda knox
the american student tried for murder in a perugia court once more drew attention to crime and punishment in italy and is the subject of the epilogue a fantastic array
of literary cinematic and oral narratives stefania lucamante catholic university of america original engaging and thought provoking quite unlike any other existing
book in italian cultural and media studies ruth glynn university of bristol

Addiction, Representation and the Experimental Novel, 19852015 2020-12-15

����������� ����� ���� �� ����������� ������ 8� ����������������������� ��� ��������������������� ��������� ������������
をされても 親も気づかない 声も発せない やがてニールは 男の影を求めて憑かれたように売春を重ね ブライアンは人を拒み 心を閉ざした 歪な過去の呪縛から逃げられない ふたりの少年たち 解説 北丸雄二 挿絵 麻生ミツ晃 ジョセフ ゴードン レヴィッ
��� ������ ������ ��� �� ��������� �����������

The Novel: An Alternative History 2013-09-17

Murder Made in Italy 2012-03-29

����������BOOKS� 2016-03-25
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